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Survey

- Who is mainly programming in
  - Matlab
  - Octave

- Who has experience with parallel processing in Matlab?
  - If yes, who has used MPI + Matlab?
  - Any other parallel programming model(s) used?
Outline

- Parallel Matlab/Octave
  - Matlab, Octave
  - Parallel Computing Toolbox
  - MatlabMPI, pMatlab

- IAMCS Clusters: Brazos and Hurr

- Try to parallelize your own code

- Q&A
MATLAB

- MATLAB: MATrix LABoratory, the language of technical computing developed by MathWorks ([http://www.mathworks.com/](http://www.mathworks.com/))
- An interactive environment for algorithm development, data visualization, data analysis, and numerical computation
- Widely used in a lot of applications in engineering, math., stat., biology, and so on.
Octave

- GNU Octave is a high-level interactive language, primarily intended for numerical computations that is mostly compatible with Matlab (http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/)
- It provides a convenient command line interface for solving linear and nonlinear problems numerically
- The name Octave is actually the name of one of the author's former professors
Comparison: Matlab and Octave

- Free Octave available under the GNU General Public License (GNU GPL); Commercial Matlab
- As free alternatives, Octave re-implements a MATLAB subset
- MATLAB clone: Octave’s syntax is very similar to MATLAB so that most programs are easily portable.
- Octave for open source community all over the world
Differences: Matlab and Octave

- Octave's parser allows some syntax that Matlab's does not, so programs written for Octave might not run in Matlab.
  - Octave supports the use of both single and double quotes. Matlab only supports single quotes, which means parsing errors will occur if you try to use double quotes.

- See the link for detailed differences:
Parallel Computing Toolbox™ lets you solve computationally and data-intensive problems using multicore processors, GPUs, and computer clusters.

High-level constructs—parallel for-loops (parfor), special array types, and parallelized numerical algorithms—let you parallelize MATLAB® applications without CUDA or MPI.
parfor - Parallel for loop
Parallel Computing Toolbox

- The toolbox provides twelve workers (MATLAB computational engines) to execute applications locally on a multicore desktop.
- Without changing the code, you can run the same application on a computer cluster using MATLAB Distributed Computing Server™ (DCS).
- MATLAB Distributed Computing Server™: MATLAB and Simulink® based applications
Parallel Computing Toolbox

Multicore Desktop with GPUs

Parallel Computing Toolbox
- Local Workers
- Simulink, Blocksets, and Other Toolboxes
- MATLAB

Computer Cluster

MATLAB Distributed Computing Server
- Workers
- Scheduler

Limitations: Parallel Computing Toolbox

- The toolbox provides only twelve workers (MATLAB computational engines) to execute applications locally.
- It requires MATLAB Distributed Computing Server™ for a computer cluster.
  - Efficient hardware support, License.
- Low program portability on another cluster without MATLAB DCS.
- Need a general, portable parallel Matlab.
MATLABMPI

Parallel Programming with MatlabMPI

Dr. Jeremy Keenan
keenan@ll.mit.edu

1. INTRODUCTION

Matlab is the dominant programming language for implementing numerical computations and is widely used for algorithm development, simulation, data reduction, testing and system evaluation. Many of these computations could benefit from faster execution on a parallel computer. There have been many previous attempts to provide an efficient mechanism for running Matlab programs on parallel computers. These efforts have faced numerous challenges and none have received widespread acceptance.

In the world of parallel computing the Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the de facto standard for implementing programs on multiple processors. MPI defines C and Fortran language functions for doing point-to-point communication in a parallel program. MPI has proven to be an effective model for implementing parallel programs and is used by many of the world’s most demanding applications (weather modeling, weapons simulation, aircraft design, etc.).

MatlabMPI is set of Matlab scripts that implement a subset of MPI and allow any Matlab program to be run on a parallel computer. The key innovation of MatlabMPI is that it implements the widely used MPI "look and feel" on top of standard Matlab file I/O, resulting in a "pure" Matlab implementation that is exceedingly small (≈300 lines of code). Thus, MatlabMPI will run on any combination of computers that Matlab supports. In addition, because of its small size, it is simple to download and use (and modify if you like).

MatlabMPI Page Contents

- Introduction
- Download
- Requirements
- Installing and Running
- Launching and File I/O
- Error Handling
- Running on Linux
- Running on MacOSX
- Running on Windows
- Other Optimizations
- Running in Batch Mode
- Other Settings
- Diagnostics and Troubleshooting
- First-Time User’s Rules of Thumb
- Files

pMatlab: Parallel Matlab Toolbox

pMatlab provides a set of Matlab data structures and functions that implement distributed Matlab arrays to "parallel" page...
What is MatlabMPI?

- It is a MATLAB implementation of the MPI standards that allows any MATLAB program to exploit multiple processors.
- It implements, the basic MPI functions that are the core of the MPI point-to-point communications with extensions to other MPI functions using pure M-file implementation.
- It runs anywhere MATLAB/Octave runs.
- Principal developer: Dr. Kepner (MIT Lincoln Laboratory)
General Requirements

- As MatlabMPI uses Matlab file I/O for communication, a common file system must be visible to every machine/processor.

- On shared memory platforms: single MATLAB license is enough since any user is allowed to launch many MATLAB sessions.

- On distributed memory platforms: one MATLAB license per machine / node.
Basic Concepts of MatlabMPI

- MatlabMPI “Core Lite” requires eight capabilities and additional convenience functions.
- MatlabMPI implements the fundamental communication operations in MPI using MATLAB’s file I/O functions.
- Any message passing can be implemented using file I/O provided by Matlab via load and save functions.
Basic Concepts of MatlabMPI

- **Messages**: MATLAB variables transferred from one processor to another
- **Synchronous transfer**: a function call does not return until the message is sent or received
## MPI: Message Passing Interface

*The minimal set of MPI routines*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Init</td>
<td>Initializes MPI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Finalize</td>
<td>Terminates MPI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Comm_size</td>
<td>Determines the number of processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Comm_rank</td>
<td>Determines the label of calling process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Send</td>
<td>Sends a message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Recv</td>
<td>Receives a message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**mpirun**: launches MPI processes on multiple processors
MatlabMPI

The minimal set of MatlabMPI routines

**MPI_Init**
Initializes MPI.

**MPI_Finalize**
Terminates MPI.

**MPI_Comm_size**
Determines the number of processes.

**MPI_Comm_rank**
Determines the label of calling process.

**MPI_Send**
Sends Matlab variables to another processor.

**MPI_Recv**
Received Matlab variables from another processor.

**MPI_Run**
launches multiple copies of a Matlab script on multiple processors

**MatMPI_Delete_all**
cleans up all files after a run
MatlabMPI Functionality

“Core Lite” requires eight capabilities

- **MPI_Init**: initializes MPI at beginning of program
- **MPI_Finalize**: finalizes MPI at end of program
- **MPI_Comm_size**: returns the number of processors
- **MPI_Comm_rank**: returns the id of each processor
- **MPI_Send**: sends Matlab variable(s) to another processor
- **MPI_Recv**: receives Matlab variable(s) from another processor
- **MPI_Run**: launches multiple copies of a Matlab script on multiple processors
- **MatMPI_Delete_all**: cleans up all files after a run
MatlabMPI Functionality

- Additional convenience functions
  - MPI_Abort: kills all jobs
  - MPI_Bcast: broadcasts a message
  - MPI_Probe: returns a list of all incoming messages
  - MPI_cc: passes program through Matlab compiler
  - MatMPI_Save_messages: toggles deletion of messages
  - MatMPI_Commm_settings: user can set MatlabMPI internals
MPI: Point-to-Point Communication Mechanism

Process 0

User Mode

Call mpi_send(sendbuf, dest=1)
(blocked)
Now sendbuf can be reused
...

Kernel Mode

sysbuf

Copying data from sendbuf to sysbuf

Send data from sysbuf to dest

Process 1

User Mode

Call mpi_recv(recvbuf, src=0)
(blocked)
Now recvbuf contains valid data
...

Kernel Mode

sysbuf

Receive data from src to sysbuf
Copying data from sysbuf to recvbuf
MatlabMPI: Point-to-Point Communication Mechanism

MPI_Send (dest, tag, comm, variable);

Sender saves variable in Data file, then creates Lock file
Receiver detects Lock file, then loads Data file

variable = MPI_Recv (source, tag, comm);

variable

data file

Shared File System

Lock file

create

detect

load

save

variable

Source: Dr. Kepner’s talks: ”Parallel Matlab: the Next Generation”
Example: MPI + C (Hello World)

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include "mpi.h"

int main( int argc, char **argv )
{
    int rank, size;

    MPI_Init( &argc, &argv );
    MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);
    MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &size);
    printf( "Hello world from process %d of %d\n", rank, size );
    MPI_Finalize();
    return 0;
}

Output: Hello world from process 0 of 2
        Hello world from process 1 of 2
```
How to Write a MatlabMPI Code

1. Initialize MPI
   MPI_Init;

2. Create MPI communicator
   comm = MPI_COMM_WORLD;

3. Get size and rank
   size = MPI_Comm_size(comm);
   rank = MPI_Comm_rank(comm);

4. Some computation for each processor using Matlab
   disp(['Hello world from process : ', num2str(rank), ' of ', num2str(size)]);

5. Communication using MPI for data exchange if needed
   MPI_Send, MPI_Recv…

6. Some computation for each processor using Matlab

7. Finalize MPI
   MPI_Finalize;
Example: MatlabMPI (Hello World)

% Initialize MPI
MPI_Init;

% Create the MPI communicator
comm= MPI_COMM_WORLD;

% Get size and rank
size = MPI_Comm_size(comm);
rank= MPI_Comm_rank(comm);

disp(['Hello world from process : ',num2str(rank),’ of ‘, num2str(size)]);

% Finalize MatlabMPI
MPI_Finalize;

Output: Hello world from process 0 of 2
Hello world from process 1 of 2
Example: MatlabMPI (Basic)

% Initialize MPI.
MPI_Init;

% Create communicator.
comm = MPI_COMM_WORLD;

% Get size and rank.
comm_size = MPI_Comm_size(comm);
my_rank = MPI_Comm_rank(comm);

% Print rank.
disp(['my_rank: ',num2str(my_rank)]);

% Set who is source and who is destination.
source = 1;
dest = 0;

% Create a unique tag id for this message (very important in Matlab MPI!).
tag = 1;
% Check to make sure that we have exactly two processors.
if(comm_size == 2)
    % Source.
    if (my_rank == source)
        % Create data.
        data = 1:10;
        % Send it.
        MPI_Send( dest, tag, comm, data, data );
    end
    % Destination.
    if (my_rank == dest)
        % Receive data.
        [data data1] = MPI_Recv( source, tag, comm );
        % Check data.
        if(any((data - (1:10)) ~= 0))
            disp('ERROR: incorrect data sent.');
            exit;
        end
    end
end
% Finalize Matlab MPI.
disp('SUCCESS');
MPI_Finalize;
A Simple Matlab Code: Summation

% sequential summation using Matlab/Octave

n = 10000000;
k = 1000;
s = 0;

% a large loop

for i=1:n
    s = s+i;
    for j=1:k
        j++;
    end
end

% print the total summation
disp(['Total summation: ', num2str(s)]);
How to Parallelize a Matlab Code

Design a parallel algorithm for the code
1. Initialize MPI
   MPI_Init;
2. Create MPI communicator
   comm = MPI_COMM_WORLD;
3. Get size and rank
   size = MPI_Comm_size(comm);
   rank = MPI_Comm_rank(comm);
4. Parallelize some computation using Matlab
5. Communication using MPI for data exchange if needed
   MPI_Send, MPI_Recv…
6. Some computation for each processor using Matlab
7. Finalize MPI
   MPI_Finalize;
n = 100000000;
k = 1000;
s = 0;
% Initialize MPI
MPI_Init;
% Create MPI communicator
comm = MPI_COMM_WORLD;
% Get size and rank
size = MPI_Comm_size(comm);
rank = MPI_Comm_rank(comm);
master = 0;

% Split the for loop into size partitions
m = n / size;
r = mod(n, m);
if (rank == size-1)
    se = (rank + 1)*m + r;
else
    se = (rank + 1)*m;
end
% Each process works on a partition of the loop independently
s1 = s;
for i=(rank * m)+1:se
    s1 = s1 + i;
    for j=1:k
        j++;
    end
end
% print the partial summation on each process
disp(['Partial summation: ', num2str(s1), ' on process ', num2str(rank)]);
Parallelize the Simple Code

% Create a unique tag id for this message (very important in Matlab MPI!).
tag = 1000 + rank;

% Send the partial summation from each process to the master (rank=0)
if ( rank > 0 )
    MPI_Send( master, tag, comm, s1 );
else
%  Receive the partial summation from each process (rank > 0) and add them
    s = s1;
    for j=1:size-1
        tag1 = 1000 + j;
        s1 = MPI_Recv( j, tag1, comm );
        s = s + s1;
    end
end

% print the total summation on the master (rank = 0)
if (rank == 0)
    disp(['Total summation : ',num2str(s)]);
end

% Finalize MatlabMPI
MPI_Finalize;
Partitioning and Load Balancing

- Good partition
- Bad partition

P1  P2  P3
Load Balancing

- Load balancing refers to the practice of distributing work among tasks so that all tasks are kept busy all the time.

- If data is fairly homogeneous, an equal partition of the work among different tasks suffices, otherwise a dynamic work assignment strategy needs to be used.

- An important consideration which can be controlled by communication is load balancing.
Load Balancing

- **Static**: done once, by the programmer
  - block, cyclic, etc.
  - good for regular, predictable, data parallel

- **Dynamic**: done frequently at runtime
  - task queue
  - Good for irregular, unpredictable execution times
  - usually high overhead

- **Semi-static**: done once or occasionally at run-time
Static Load Balancing

- In general, each process executes approx. N/P chunks for a loop of length N and P processes.
- Distribute iterations in blocks of size "chunk" over the processes in a round-robin fashion.
- A loop of length 16 on 4 processors:
  - General (chunk=4): 1-4 5-8 9-12 13-16
  - chunk = 2: 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13-14 15-16
Dynamic Load Balancing

- Split a work into fixed portions; size is controlled by the value of chunk
- When a process finishes, it starts on the next portion of work controlled by a dynamic scheduler
- A loop of length 16 on 4 processors
  - Chunk=2: 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8
  - 9-10 11-12 13-14 15-16
Partitioning and Load Balancing

Iteration Number

Dynamic, 5

Static
Partitioning 2D Mesh (FEM)
Partitioning 3D Mesh

1-D

2-D

3-D
Surface and Communication
(128x128x128 on 16 processors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition Size per Processor</th>
<th>group1</th>
<th>group2</th>
<th>group3</th>
<th>group4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128x128x8</td>
<td>128x64x16,128x16x64</td>
<td>32x32x128</td>
<td>64x64x32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128x8x128</td>
<td>64x128x16,64x16x128</td>
<td>32x128x32</td>
<td>64x32x64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8x128x128</td>
<td>16x128x64,16x64x128</td>
<td>128x32x32</td>
<td>32x64x64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Area</td>
<td>36864</td>
<td>22528</td>
<td>18432</td>
<td>16384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1D 2D 2D 3D

The surface area is related to communication amount
Execution Models for Running Multiple Processes

- **SPMD: Single Program Multiple Data**
  - There is only one program
  - Each process uses the same executable working on different sets of data

- **MPMD: Multiple Programs Multiple Data**
  - Different programs for different processes
  - The processes collaborate to solve the same problem
Examples: SPMD, MPMD

1. SPMD

2. MPMD: Master/Worker

3. MPMD: Coupled Analysis
## How to Measure Execution Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timer</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Wallclock/ CPU Time</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>shell script</td>
<td>both</td>
<td>1/100&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; second</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gettime</td>
<td>sub-routine</td>
<td>wallclock</td>
<td>micro-second</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ofday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Wtime</td>
<td>sub-routine</td>
<td>wallclock</td>
<td>micro-second</td>
<td>C/C++, Fortran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tic, toc</td>
<td>Matlab script</td>
<td>wallclock</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>Matlab, Octave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Time functions are used for timing in shell scripts.
- Gettimeofday is commonly used in sub-routines.
- Wtime is used for wallclock timing in MPI applications.
- Tic and toc are functions in Matlab and Octave for measuring execution time.
Matlab/Octave tic, toc

- tic starts clock to measure the time
- toc stops the clock to measure the time elapsed in seconds
- toc displays the time elapsed since the tic command
Example: use of tic and toc

% sequential summation using Matlab/Octave

tic;
n = 100000000;
k = 1000;
s = 0;
for i=1:n
    s = s+i;
    for j=1:k
        j++;
    end
end
t1 = toc;
disp(['Total summation: ', num2str(s), ' takes ', num2str(t1), ' seconds']);
Performance Comparison

- For the C implementation (sum.c), it takes **0.00001 seconds** on Brazos/Hurr.
- For Matlab implementation (sum.m), it takes at least **9910.9 seconds** on Brazos/Hurr.
- For high performance, languages which are compiled to executable machine code are preferred.
pMatlab

- Allow a Matlab user to write parallel programs with the least possible modification to existing matlab codes
- New parallel concepts should be intuitive to matlab users
  - parallel matrices and functions instead of message passing
- Support the types of parallelism we see in our applications
  - data parallelism, task parallelism, pipeline parallelism
pMatlab: Parallel Matlab Toolbox

Source: Dr. Kepner’s talks: ”Parallel Matlab: the Next Generation”
Outline

- Parallel Matlab/Octave
  - Matlab, Octave
  - Parallel Computing Toolbox
  - MatlabMPI, pMatlab
- IAMCS Clusters: Brazos and Hurr
- Try to parallelize your own code
- Q&A
IAMCS Clusters: Brazos/Hurr

- Total of 300 nodes, 2400 cores
- Brazos:
  - 172 nodes, each with two quad-core Intel Xeon (Harpertown) processors with 2.5GHz and 16GB per node
- Hurr
  - 128 nodes, each with two quad core AMD Opteron (Shanghai) processors with 2.5GHz and 32GB per node
Remote Login Brazos

- ssh username@brazos.tamu.edu
- See brazos.tamu.edu for the details
- Setup Environments (.bashrc)
  - Matlab/Octave, R
  - MatlabMPI
  - Brazos: only two Matlab licenses
- Examples:
  - cp –r /data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI
List in MatlabMPI

- **doc/** original MatlabMPI document
- **examples/** original MatlabMPI examples
- **matlab/** directory for MatlabMPI configuration to support Matlab
- **.octaverc** MatlabMPI configuration file to support Octave
- **README** original MatlabMPI readme
- **readme.brazos** readme for Brazos/Hurr
- **README.pc** original file
- **src/** original MatlabMPI source files
- **tests/** test examples and pbs scripts to run the codes on Brazos/Hurr
Configure MatlabMPI to support MPI + Matlab codes

- To add the path of MatlabMPI to Matlab, copy the directory matlab to your home directory as follows:
  
  ```
  cp -r matlab ~
  ```

- Then, edit matlab/startup.m to change "/data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI/src" to "yourdirectory/MatlabMPI/src", and "/home/wuxf/matlab" to "yourhomedirectory/matlab".

- Test your MatlabMPI codes in Matlab environment
Configure MatlabMPI to support MPI + Octave codes

- To add the path of MatlabMPI to Octave, copy the file `.octaverc` to your home directory as follows:
  
  ```
  cp .octaverc ~
  ```

- Then, edit the file `.octaverc` to change "/data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI/src" to "yourdirectory/MatlabMPI/src", and "/home/wuxf/matlab" to "yourhom edirectory/matlab".

- Test your MatlabMPI codes in Octave environment
List of files in Directory tests

- run.pbs: the pbs script for running MPI + Matlab codes
  Please edit the file run.pbs to change "/data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI/tests" to "yourdirectory/MatlabMPI/tests".
- run-hello.m: run.pbs uses the m file to get a list of processors
- orun.pbs: the pbs script for running MPI + Octave codes
  Please edit the file orun.pbs to change "/data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI/tests" to "yourdirectory/MatlabMPI/tests".
- ohello.m: orun.pbs uses the m file to get a list of processors
- hello.m: a MatlabMPI example for "Hello World"
- basic.m: is from the MatlabMPI examples
- Sum/sum.m: a sequential summation code
- Sum/psum.m: a MatlabMPI code
Running the Code

- **Interactive Mode**
  - What most of us are used to
  - Like we are "interacting" with the computer
  - Use command line to run the program immediately

- **Batch Mode**
  - The programs (jobs) are not performed immediately, but instead, put onto a queue to execute later
  - Use a PBS scheduler to schedule a job to run
Running a Code (interactive)

- In Matlab environment

[wuxf@brazos:/data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI/tests]$ matlab

>> eval( MPI_Run('hello',8,{}) );

Launching MPI rank: 7 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 6 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 5 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 4 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 3 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 2 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 1 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 0 on: brazos.tamu.edu

unix_launch =

/bin/sh ./MatMPI/Unix_Commands.brazos.tamu.edu.0.sh &

Hello world from process : 0 of 8

>>
MPI_Run: Run MatlabMPI m_file

- Launches a Matlab script (m_file) on multiple processors

MPI_Run( m_file, n, machines )

- Runs n copies of m_file on machines, where
  - machines = {} means to run on n local / reserved processors
  - machines = {'machine1' 'machine2' ... 'machinen'} means to run on n processors: machine1, ...., and machinen.
**Running a Code (interactive)**

- **In Matlab environment**

Note: Before running another program `basic.m`, execute `MatMPI_Delete_all`.

```matlab
>> MatMPI_Delete_all;
>> eval( MPI_Run('basic',2,{}));
```

Launching MPI rank: 1 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 0 on: brazos.tamu.edu

unix_launch =
/bin/sh ./MatMPI/Unix_Commands.brazos.tamu.edu.0.sh &
my_rank: 0
SUCCESS

>>
Running a Code (interactive)

- In Octave environment

```
[wuxf@brazos:/data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI/tests]$ octave
octave:1> eval(MPI_Run('hello', 8, {}));
Launching MPI rank: 7 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 6 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 5 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 4 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 3 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 2 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 1 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 0 on: brazos.tamu.edu
unix_launch = /bin/sh ./MatMPI/Unix_Commands.brazos.tamu.edu.0.sh &
Hello world from process : 0 of 8
octave:2>
```
Running a Code (interactive)

In Octave environment

Note: Before running another program basic.m, execute MatMPI_Delete_all.

octave:2> MatMPI_Delete_all
remove entire contents of ./MatMPI? (yes or no) yes
octave:3> eval(MPI_Run('basic',2, {}));
Launching MPI rank: 1 on: brazos.tamu.edu
Launching MPI rank: 0 on: brazos.tamu.edu
unix_launch = /bin/sh ./MatMPI/
Unix_Commands.brazos.tamu.edu.0.sh &
my_rank: 0
SUCCESS
octave:4>
Running a Code (batch)

- **In Matlab environment (run.pbs)**

```bash
#!/bin/sh

#PBS -l walltime=00:10:00
#PBS -q iamcs
#PBS -l nodes=2:ppn=8
#PBS -j oe
#PBS -N matlabmpi-hello
Nprocs=16
source ~/.bashrc

### go to your working directory

```
```bash
```
```bash
### copy the node list file to your working directory

cp $PBS_NODEFILE ./machines.m

### run the program

```
```bash
```
```bash
/apps/matlab/R2010b/bin/matlab -nojvm -nosplash -display null < run-hello.m
```
```
machines.m

- reserved machine list file

- c0533b
- c0533b
- c0533b
- c0533b
- c0533b
- c0615a
- c0615a
- c0615a
- c0615a
- c0615a
- c0615a
- c0615a
- c0615a
- c0615a
Running a Code (batch)

- In Matlab environment (run-hello.m)

  % Read the node list file into a array
  machines = textread('machines.m','%s','delimiter','\n','whitespace','"');
  % Re-arrange the dimension of the nodes to 1xn
  machines2 = reshape(machines,1,[]);
  % Get the length of node list
  node_num = size(machines);
  % Clean up matlabmpi
  MatMPI_Delete_all
  % Run your program
  eval(MPI_Run('hello',node_num(1), machines2));

- Submit a MatlabMPI job
  - qsub run.pbs
Running a Code (batch)

- In Octave environment (orun.pbs)

```bash
#!/bin/sh
#PBS -l walltime=00:10:00
#PBS -q iamcs
#PBS -l nodes=4:ppn=8
#PBS -j oe
#PBS -N octavempi-hello
Nprocs=32
source ~/.bashrc
### go to your working directory
cd /data/wuxf/examples/MatlabMPI/tests
### copy the node list file to your working directory
cp $PBS_NODEFILE ./machines.m
### run the program
/apps/octave-3.2.4/bin/octave < ohello.m
```
In Octave environment (ohello.m)

% Read the node list file into a array
%machines = textread('machines.m','%s','delimiter','
','whitespace','"');

% Re-arrange the dimension of the nodes to 1xn
%machines2 = reshape(machines,1,[]);

% Get the length of node list
%node_num = size(machines);

% Clean up matlabmpi
MatMPI_Delete_all

% Run your program
eval(MPI_Run('hello',32, {}));

Submit a MatlabMPI job
- qsub orun.pbs
Submit a batch job

- TORQUE Resource Manager provides control over batch jobs and distributed computing resources.

- It is an advanced open-source product based on the OpenPBS.

- Submit a batch job
  - `qsub file.pbs`

- Look at the job status
  - `qstat -u username`
  - `qdel jobid` (delete the job with jobid)
Outline

- Parallel Matlab/Octave
  - Matlab, Octave
  - Parallel Computing Toolbox
  - MatlabMPI, pMatlab
- IAMCS Clusters: Brazos and Hurr
- Try to parallelize your own code
- Q&A
Useful Links

- **Matlab**: [http://www.mathworks.com](http://www.mathworks.com)
- **IAMCS Matlab technical seminars**
  from the IAMCS website
Download the Tutorial Slides

- From the IAMCS website

Or http://faculty.cse.tamu.edu/wuxf/
talks/IAMCS-ParallelProgramming-2012-10.pdf

- From the IAMCS website

Or http://faculty.cse.tamu.edu/wuxf/
talks/IAMCS-ParallelProgramming-2012-09.pdf